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Abstract - In this study, machine learning algorithm performed for modelling of drilling operation on Glass/epoxy 

composites. This material uses several industrial applications especially it has crucial  for defense industry. In this sector, one 

of the most widely used manufacturing methods is the drilling process. Thus, thrust force and moment on drilling operations 

was modelled by using ANFIS method. Input parameters of model are cutting speed, feed rate and the ratio of carbon 

nanotubes. The results show that force and moment could be modelled by ANFIS. Training errors for force and moment are 

both lower than 1e-6 and checking (validation) errors are 0,363765 and 0,369569, respectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Polymer matrix composites are widely used in 

aerospace, marine and automotive applications due to 

their different functions. In the polymer composite, 

carbon nanofibers and carbon nanotubes (CNT) are 

generally used as fillers [1, 2]. Carbon nanotubes are 

hollow structures with several microns or millimeters 

in length and nanometers in diameter. Carbon 

element; It has an important place among 

technological materials with its crystalline amorphous 

forms such as diamond, graphite and fullerene, black 

carbon and pyrocarbon. The structure of a carbon 

nanotube is similar to that of graphite. Although their 

chemical composition resembles graphite, carbon 

nanotubes are very isotropic and this is the topology 

that distinguishes nanotubes from other carbon 

structures and gives them their unique properties [3, 

4]. In their study, Davim and Reis determined 

optimum cutting parameters for undamaged drilling 

in CFRP materials. They used a combination of the 

Taguchi technique and ANOVA for this procedure. 

As a result of the experiments, it has been shown that 

thrust forces cause delamination during drilling 

operations. They emphasized the importance of 

correct parameter and tool geometry to prevent 

delamination [5-9].   

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

A. Experimental Study  

In this study MWCNTs were used with added for 

various aspect ratio (0.5, 1, 2 wt.%). The composite 

plates were also produced as unfilled in order to make 

a better comparison of the results. The experiments 

were carried out with coated drills at three different 

cutting speeds (40, 50 and 60 m/min) and three 

different feed rates. A 9257B model Kistler 

piezoelectric dynamometer was used for the 

measurement of thrust and moments resulting from 

drilling experiments performed on the work piece 

connected to the table of the CNC machine. The data 

were evaluated with Kistler 5070-A type 8 channel 

amplifier and the results of the experiments were 

revealed. 

 

B. ANFIS 

The adaptive network-based fuzzy logic inference 

system (ANFIS) is a hybrid model that combines the 

ability of artificial neural networks to develop 

membership functions and the human-like 

decision-making features of fuzzy logic [10, 11]. 

ANFIS was developed by Jang (1993) [12] based on  

Takagi – Sugeno [13]  fuzzy model. The ANFIS 

learning method works in a similar way to ANNs. In 

ANFIS systems, parameters of membership functions 

are given using the given input / output data set; either 

by only one back-propagation algorithm or by a 

combination of least squares method and 

back-propagation algorithm (hybrid) [12]. These 

adjustments allow the fuzzy system to be trained from 

the data to be modeled. This creates an algorithm that 

models and adapts itself. 

In summary, neuro-fuzzy systems have the following 

advantages: 

 Ability of Learning 

 Linguistic expression of inaccurate input and 

outputs 

 Adaptability 

 Ability to process information simultaneously [14] 

 

ANFIS is a Sugeno-type image system with a 5-layers 

feed-forward network is shown in Fig. 1. In the first 

layer, the functionality is performed, the second layer 

is the rules layer, and a simple Sugeno-type design of a 

neuron in this layer represents a rule. In the third 
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layer, membership design is normalized. The place 

where the finalization of the rules is executed is the 

4th layer, which is the defuzzification layer. Layer 5 

calculates all ANFIS outputs as the sum of all input 

signals.  

 

 
Figure 1. Basic ANFIS structure 

 

Output 
Membership 

Function 

Number of 

MF 
epoch Training Error Test Error 

F
o

rc
e 

Gauss 3 3 1,82E-05 0,17149 

Gauss 3 5 1,47E-05 0,17709 

Gauss2 3 5 3,80E-06 0,19420 

Triangle 3 3 1,38E-05 0,20837 

Triangle 3 5 1,35E-05 0,20514 

M
o

m
en

t 

Gauss 3 3 1,66E-05 0,1917 

Gauss 3 5 1,66E-05 0,1917 

Gauss2 3 5 1,66E-05 0,1917 

Triangle 3 3 1,22E-05 0,1917 

Triangle 3 5 1,14E-05 0,1953 

      

Table 1. Summary of results for Force and Moment optimization 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

   

The data set were prepared for the experimental result 

of Glass/Epoxy Composites for Drilling Operation. 

Data set were divided two parts as training and test. 

Input parameters are speed, filling and feed rate. 

Output variables are force and moment on 

machinability of glass / epoxy composite. Sugeno type 

of fuzzy structure was selected.  

In Fig. 2. Membership structure of developed was 

given. Input parameters are same both output 

variables as force and moment. ANFIS was realized by 

MATLAB software.  

 
Figure 2. Membership structure of inputs 
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There are several membership function for ANFIS as 

triangle, gauss, bell, etc. Different types of 

membership functions were performed to find 

minimum error of training and test. The results of 

different type of membership functions and number of 

layers are summarized in Table 1.  

For output of “Force”, the best result was achieved by 

Gauss type of membership function. The duration of 

algorithm performing is extremely affected by number 

of membership function (NoMF). Cause of that, 

NoMF was preferred by three. Also, five NoMF was 

performed but it takes several minutes. Additionally, it 

is clearly seen that it does not increase performance. 

The number of epoch describes to iterative number of 

algorithm.  The best results are gained by five.  

For output of “Moment”, the best result was achieved 

by Triangle type of membership function. The 

duration of algorithm performing is extremely 

affected by number of membership function (NoMF). 

Cause of that, NoMF was preferred by three. Also, five 

NoMF was performed but it takes several minutes. 

Additionally, it is clearly seen that it does not increase 

performance. The number of epoch describes to 

iterative number of algorithm.  The best results are 

gained by five.  

The main problem for ANN of fuzzy is that while 

perfoming algorithms it is memorized by training 

data. After training process, it is more important that 

test performance of ANFIS. If it is memorized, it 

causes that lower error for training, on the contrary 

higher error for test data. In some cases, it does not 

increase ANFIS performance by increasing epoch and 

NoMF.  

 

 
Figure 3. Membership functions of inputs 
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In Fig. 3 membership functions of inputs for each 

separate are given just only for moment. For force, the 

basic plots are similar. 

The surface models of inputs versus output are plotted 

in Fig. 4 and 5.  

 

 
Figure 4. Surface model of the Force 

 

 
Figure 5. Surface model of the Moment 

 

 
Figure 6. Training error result of Force 

 
Figure 7. Test error result of Force 

 

In Fig. 6, the training error are given for output of 

force. It is clearly seen that the results of model are 

matched very well. Average error is 1.45e-5.  

In Fig. 7, for force output, testing error is given. 

average testing error is 0.17709. In Fig. 8 and 9, the 

training and test error for “force” were plotted, 

respectively.  

 

 
Figure 8. Training error result of Moment 

 

 
Figure 9. Test error result of Moment 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In this study, it is aimed to model the machinability 

parameters of glass / epoxy composite material. For 

the models developed using ANFIS structure, 
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different membership functions and epoch numbers 

were tested. The results show that the performance of 

the algorithm has been adequately modeled. 
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